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Abstract
Objective: Traumatic experiences during childhood have an impact on the emotional states of individuals during their adulthood. The 
impacts of traumatic experiences during childhood on self-esteem were examined in the present study. It was also aimed to examine the 
relationship between these traumatic experiences and interpersonal relation levels.
Methods: This was a descriptive-cross-sectional study carried out during the dates of February 11, 2018 and March 11, 2018 on Gaziantep 
university students. A personal information form, Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (RSES), Scale of dimensions of interpersonal relationships 
(SDIR), childhood trauma questionnaire (CTQ) were used. Multiple linear regressionswere calculated to predict SDIR/RSES values based 
on CTQ values with confounding effects.
Results: Of the 926 students who participated in the study, 712 (76.9 %) were female, 214 (33.1 %) were male. CTQ totalwas determined 
to be positively related with the empathy, trust, emotion awareness dimensions of SDIR and negatively related with approval dependence 
dimension. Empathy, trust, emotion dimensions of SDIR were significantly positive correlated with all sub dimensions of CTQ which are 
emotional neglect, emotional abuse, physical neglect, physical abuse and sexual abuse. Approval dimension of SDIR was significantly 
negative correlated with all sub dimensions of CTQ.RSES total mean score was not determined to be related with CTQ total in our study, but 
a relationship was determined between RSES and only the emotional abuse sub-dimension of CTQ. The mean scores of RSES in individuals 
were determined to have a negative relationship with trust and emotion sub-dimensions of SDIR and to have a positive relationship with the 
empathy and approval sub-dimensions. Also ANOVA revealed significant associations between CTQ and SDIR total means after adjusting for 
education and economical levels and between CTQ and RSES total means after adjusting for Accommodation.
Conclusion: Childhood traumas can have an impact on the interpersonal relationships resulting in a decrease in trust, low emotional 
awareness, increased approval dependence, and greater empathy in interpersonal relationships. Thelow self-esteem may affect 
interpersonal relationships resulting in lower levels of empathy, increased approval dependence, low emotional awareness and decreased 
trust. Improvement of positive parenthood and increase in the family-child interaction are effective and applicable methods for preventing 
abuse and neglect. Trainings on this subject are suggested since reliable-consistent relationships are important.
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INTRODUCTION

Childhood abuse can be defined as the damages 
inflicted on the physical, emotional, sexual or mental 
development of the child as a result of the active actions 
of people obliged to look after the child (1). Even though 
it is difficult to make a clear distinction on the type of 

the harm inflicted, different trauma types have been 
defined subject to the type of the behavior and attitude 
of the adult causing the trauma. The first is physical 
trauma which can be seen clearly as trauma type and it is 
followed by emotional and sexual traumas. On the other 
hand the concept of neglect which is a more specific 
dimension of the subject of trauma encompasses not 
meeting the physical, emotional and instructional needs 
of the child and make up a part of the traumas (2). The 
destructiveness of childhood traumas in the mental 
world of the child continues at a severe or moderate 
level throughout the life of the child. It is indicated that 
individuals subject to childhood traumas give more 
emotional and psychotic reactions to daily stressors in 
the later stages of their lives (3,4).It has been stated in 
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studies carried out in Turkey that childhood traumas 
have impacts on hopelessness, depressive temperament 
and negative self-esteem during the young adulthood 
and adulthood periods of individuals (5-7).
Self-esteem is the state of admiration and acceptance due 
to the approval of the concept of self-reached as a result 
of the self-assessment of the individual. It is the level at 
which the individual perceives himself/herself as skilled, 
important, valuable and acceptable (8,9). Self-esteem 
can be indicated as low and high (9-11). High self-esteem 
means that we consider ourselves and our inner world’s 
valuable (12). It indicates that the individual has complete 
trust in one’s own self, values and trusts himself/herself. 
Individuals with low self-esteem have low self-confidence. 
These individuals are timid; they are not inquisitive and 
creative in comparison with others (13).
Interpersonal relationships are taken into consideration 
as factors that affect both the individual processes of 
an individual and his/her social relationships (14). Self-
perception of the individual and mutual expectations 
of the individuals plays a determining role in starting, 
sustaining and ending of relationships. The source of 
these perceptions and expectations are the personal 
schemes that individuals have (15,16). The individual 
acquires a social identity by way of normative interaction 
such as getting approval from a group or community, 
adapting in order to avoid rejection, exclusion or conflicts 
as well as informational interaction for acquiring useful 
and necessary information by way of conformance. 
Thus, the individual adjust himself/herself according to 
the society model by shaping his/her relations (14,16).
Some sociodemographic factors have effects on self-
esteem and interpersonal relationships like childhood 
traumas. Wrong attitudes such as the actions or 
inactions of parents that can be considered as socially or 
legally inappropriate or harmful may lead to traumas in 
the child (17). Emotion awareness levels are related with 
internet use and recently, internet usage has become an 
increasing problem for interpersonal relationships (18). 
So those sociodemographic factors were examined as 
confounding factors in this study.
Self-perceptions of the related individuals play a 
determining role in the starting and sustaining of 
relationships. These perceptions and expectations 
are shaped by way of childhood cognitive processes 
(19). So we aimed to analyze the relationship between 
self-esteem and all sub dimensions of interpersonal 
relationship levels and the impact of sociodemographic 
factors on all these in order to examine the state of 

impact of childhood trauma types on the lives of the 
individuals in the future.

METHODS

This descriptive-cross-sectional study was carried 
out during the dates of February 11, 2018 and March 
11, 2018 for determining the impact of childhood 
traumas of university students on their self-esteem and 
interpersonal relationships dimensions. G*Power (Foul, 
Erdfelder, Lang, and Buchner. 2007) program was used 
to calculate the sample size for Correlation Analysis. 
194 was calculated to be aminimum size of sample to 
achieve %80 power with alpha being equal to 0.05 and 
small effect size of 0.20. Ethics committee permission 
of the study was submitted to the Clinical Research 
Ethics Committee of Gaziantep University and approval 
was obtained (2018/378). Necessary permission was 
obtained from the Dean of the Gaziantep University 
the study was conducted at the Health Sciences Faculty. 
Verbal and written informed consents were obtained 
from the students. Ofthe926 students, 712 (76.9%) were 
female and 214 (23.1%) were male.

Tools

In addition to the personal information form prepared 
by the researcher, Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale, 
Interpersonal relationships dimensions scale, Childhood 
Trauma Questionnaire were used. The data were 
acquired via face-to-face interview after stating the 
purpose and necessity of the study.
Personal Information Form: comprised of questions on 
the age, gender, marital status, economic state, attitudes 
of parents, and number of siblings, accommodation 
type, and duration of internet usage prepared by the 
researcher.
Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (RSES): The scale that is 
now among the four main reliable scales used in many 
studies for measuring self-esteem was first developed 
by Rosenberg (20). The scale was adapted to Turkish 
by Çuhadaroğlu and psychiatric interviews were carried 
out for testing the validity of the self-esteem category 
after completing the reliability and validity studies for 
the scale (21). It is comprised of 40 items in 10 multiple 
choice sub-categories. The self-esteems of the students 
were classified as high, moderate and low during the 
evaluations in these interviews subject to their opinions 
on themselves. Relationships between the opinions and 
the results acquired from the self-esteem scale were 
calculated and the validity ratio was calculated as 0.71 
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whereas the test-retest reliability coefficient of the scale 
was determined as 0.75.
Scale of Dimensions of Interpersonal Relationships 
(SDIR): It is a unique scale that predicts interpersonal 
relationships and determines relationship dimensions 
(22). It examines interpersonal relationships subject to 
dimensions entitled as approval dependency, empathy, 
trust in others and emotion awareness. Empathy is 
used for understanding the emotions of others, trust 
reflects bonding without fear, and approval dependency 
reflects a dimension in which the opinions, attitudes and 
values of others are given primary importance. Emotion 
awareness is the state of the individual evaluating his/her 
dimensions as determining factors (22). A 5-point Likert 
type scale was used in the study. The ratings in the scale 
were as “5: Defines Completely”, “4: Defines Mostly”, 
“3: Defines Partially”, “2: Defines Very Little”, “1: Does 
not define”. The scale is comprised of 53 items and 4 
sub-dimensions. Trust in others and emotion awareness 
subscales of SIDR are evaluated inversely. Hence, trust 
in others decreases with increasing trust sub-dimension 
score. While emotion awareness decreases with 
increasing emotion awareness sub-dimension score. 
Total score is not calculated in the scale.
Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ): Childhood 
Trauma Questionnaire Short Form developed by 
Bernstein et al. (2003). It is comprised of 28 items. It was 
adapted into Turkish by Sarin 2014. It is a retrospective 
tool of measurement for evaluating the history of 
abuse during childhood (23,24). CTQ-SF is a 5-point 
Likert type measurement tool with responses in the 
form of never true (1), rarely true (2), sometimes true 
(3), often true (4) and very often true (5). An increase 
in the questionnaire score indicates that traumas have 
intensified during childhood. The lowest score that can 
be acquired from the questionnaire is 25, whereas the 
highest score is 125. The scale is comprised of five sub-
dimensions. These are physical abuse, sexual abuse, 
emotional abuse, physical neglect and emotional 
neglect sub-dimensions .

Statistical Analysis

Behaviors of the quantitative variables were indicated 
using centralization and variance measurements: 
Average ± SD scale internal consistencies were evaluated 
via Cronbach’s alpha. Spearman’s Rank Correlation test 
was used for measuring the power and correlations 
between the Scale of Dimensions of SDIR, RSES and CTQ 
Total Scores of the Students. In order to show CTQ’s 
relationship with each SIDR and RSES parameters, multiple 

regression analysis was used. Some characteristics such 
as age, gender and economical level were used to adjust 
for confounding effects. Statistical significance was 
determined as p = 0,05 for all cases. Statistical analyses 
were carried out via IBM SPSS (Statistics Package for 
Social Sciences for Windows, Version 21.0, and Armonk, 
NY, IBM Corp.).

RESULTS

Of the 926 students who participated in the study, 712 
(76.9%) were female and 214 (23.1%) were male. Table 
1 presents the distribution of the socio-demographic 
characteristics.

Table 1. Distribution of the socio-demographic characteristics 
of students

Characteristics N %
Age
17-21 642 69.3
22-25 284 30.7
Gender
Male 214 23.1
Female 712 76.9
Education level
1st grade 235  25.4
2nd grade 241  26.0
3rd grade 228  24.6
4th grade 222  24.0
Attitude of the mother
Democrat 121 13.1
Protective 22 2.4
Authoritative 631 68.1
Neglecting 152 16.4
Attitude of the father
Democrat 150 16.2
Protective 57 6.2
Authoritative 425 45.9
Neglecting 294 31.7
Longest place of residence
Province 507 54.8
District 248 26.8
Village 171 18.5
Smoking
Yes 119 12.9
No 807 87.1
Alcohol consumption
Yes 70 7.6
No 856 92.4
Internet-social media use
Yes 922 99.6
No 4 0.4
Duration of internet use
1-2hours 245 26.5
3-4hours 398 43.0
5-6hours 94 21.0
7 hours and above 89 9.6
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The SDIR sub-dimension scales for the students were 
determined as: Empathy 19.7±4.9, Trust 44.41±8.03, 
Emotion 38.31±7.77, and Approval45.15±9.17. The 
total score of the students for RSES was determined as 
12.63±2.36. The CTQ total score of the students was 
determined as 48.0±20.97. The results were presented 
separately for each scale group. (Table 2)

Table 2. Averages of the students for SDIR, RSES and CTQ

SCALES Avg. (x)-Std (ss) Min-Max
SDIR
Empathy 19.7 ± 4.9 20 (9 – 34)
Trust 44.41 ± 8.03 44(18 – 70)
Emotion 38.31 ± 7.77 38(18 – 62)
Approval 45.15±9.17 4519-71)
Total 147.56 ± 13.3 149(94 – 191)
RSES 12.63±2.36 13(2-24)
CTQ
Emotional Neglect 10.91 ± 5.11 10 (5 – 25)
Emotional Abuse 9.46 ± 4.71 8(5 – 25)
Physical Neglect 10.4 ± 4.13 9(5 – 25)
Physical Abuse 8.64 ± 5.06 4(5 – 25)
Sexual Abuse 8.59±5.35 5(5-25)
Total 48.01 ± 20.97 40 (25 – 125)

SDIR: Interpersonal Relationship Scale, RSES: Rosenberg Self-Esteem 
Scale, CTQ: Childhood Traumas Questionnaire

Empathy, trust, emotion dimensions of SDIR were 
significantly positive correlated with all sub dimensions 
of CTQ which are emotional neglect, emotional abuse, 
physical neglect, physical abuse and sexual abuse. 
Approval dimension of SDIR was significantly negative 
correlated with all sub dimensions of CTQ. Table 3 

presents the correlation between the SDIR, RSES, and 
CTQ.
A positive and statistically significant correlation was 
determined between the RSES total score and the 
empathy (r: 0.081, p<0,001) and approval (r: 0.145, 
p<0,001) subscalesof SDIR.A negative and statistically 
significant relationship was determined between 
the RSESTotal score and the trust (r:-0.157, p<0,001) 
and emotion (r:-0.075, p<0,001) sub-scales of the 
SDIR. A negative statistically significant relationship 
was determined between RSES total score and only 
the emotional abuse sub-scale of the CTQ (r:-0.075, 
p<0,001).
No statistically significant relationship was observed 
between the CTQ (both total score and sub-scales) and 
RSES (p>0,001).
Multiple linear regressionswere calculated to predict 
SDIR values based on CTQ values. Beta for CTQ is being 
estimated as 0.110, with t value = 5.381, df = 1 and 
pvalue<0.001. Overall F statistics was estimated as 8.927 
with df (5, 918), p value = 0.011 and R2=0.065. Also no 
interaction effect was found to be significant between 
CTQ and other two confounding variables (Table 4a).

Multiple linear regressions were calculated to predict 
RSES values based on CTQ values. Anova table presented 
above. Beta for CTQ is being estimated as – 0.007, with 
t value = – 1.967, df = 1 and pvalue=0.0048. Overall F 
statistics was estimated as 2.966 with df (8, 915), p 
value < 0.001 and R2=0.011. Also no interaction effect 
was found to be significant between CTQ and other 
confounding variable (Table 4b).

Table 3. Correlation between the Scale of Dimensions of SDIR, RSES and CTQ total scores of the students

CTQ Total Score and Sub-Scales
SDIR Dimensions Emotional Neglect Emotional Abuse Physical Neglect Physical Abuse Sexual Abuse CTQ Total RSES Total
Empathy r 0.183** 0.203** 0.22** 0.229** 0.184** 0.235** 0.081*
Trust r 0.295** 0.263** 0.256** 0.253** 0.247** 0.302** -0.157**
Emotion r 0.31** 0.297** 0.318** 0.273** 0.256** 0.331** -0.075*
Approval r -0.308** -0.263** -0.318** -0.263**  – 0.215**  – 0.312**  0.145**
RSES Total r -0.031  – 0.075*  – 0.029  – 0.038  – 0.036 -0.057

Spearman’s Rank Correlation Test; SDIR: Interpersonal Relationship Scale, RSES: Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale, CTQ: Childhood Traumas Questionnaire 
* p <0.05, ** p <0.001

Table 4a. ANOVA table for predicting SDIR

Parameter Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr (>F)
CTQ 1  6,323.85  6,323.85  38.59 <0.001
Residuals 915  149,959.89  163.89

SDIR: Interpersonal Relationship Scale. Economical Level and Education 
parameters used to adjust for confounding

Table 4b. ANOVA table for predicting RSES

Parameter Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr (>F)
CTQ 1  15.65  15.65  2.85  0.09
Residuals 918  5,045.35  5.50

RSES: Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale. Accommodation parameter used to 
adjust for confounding.
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DISCUSSION

Childhood traumas have intensive or low impacts on the 
future lives of the individuals via the mental breakdown 
during childhood. It was aimed in the present study 
to examine the relationship between self-esteem and 
interpersonal relationships level in order to evaluate 
the level at which childhood traumas have an impact 
on the future lives of the individuals. The result of our 
study put forth that childhood traumas have an impact 
on all dimensions of SDIR. Self-Esteem was determined 
to be significantly related with only emotional abuse sub 
dimension of childhood traumas. It can be observed that 
low self-esteem has adverse impacts on all dimensions 
of SDIR by decreasing empathy, increasing approval 
dependence, decreasing emotional awareness and 
decreasing trust in bonding. The study results have been 
discussed after a classification.

The relationship between SDIR and CTQ

In addition to the mutual expectations of individuals, self-
perceptions of the related individuals play a determining 
role in the starting and sustaining of relationships. These 
perceptions and expectations are shaped by way of 
childhood cognitive processes (19). Childhood traumas 
resultin difficulties in secure attachment and relations 
in the future lives of the individuals (25,26). Childhood 
emotional abuse was found to be related personal and 
emotional adjustment (27). These difficulties may also 
be present in relationships with close partners or aging 
parents (28,29). A positive relationship was observed in 
our study between childhood traumas and the empathy, 
trust, emotion awareness dimensions of SDIR. This 
result is an indication of low emotion awareness and 
increased approval dependence as well as an indication 
of the negative reflection of traumas on interpersonal 
relationships. Early maladaptive schemas which linked 
with childhood emotional maltreatment were found to 
be related with difficulties in emotion regulation (30). 
Impulsivity and aggression was found to be associated 
with childhood traumas (31,32). Complex trauma was 
found to be related with difficulties in interpersonal 
relationships (33). Approval dependence is a reflection 
of the cases for which the opinions and attitudes of 
those other than the individual play a determining role. 
In such cases, relationships are adjusted according to 
the attitudes and behaviors of others rather than the 
individual. However, a positive relationship was observed 
between empathy which will have a positive impact on 
interpersonal relationships and childhood traumas. 

This can be predicted if traumas make individuals more 
sensitive against the pain of others. It was supported in 
another study based on this hypothesis that childhood 
traumas increase empathy (34).

The Relationship between Self-Esteem and Childhood 
Traumas

Self-Esteem was not observed to be related with the 
total evaluation of childhood traumas in our study, but 
it was determined to be related with only the emotional 
abuse sub-dimension. Emotional abuse is defined 
as actions by adults that harm the personality of the 
child and prevent his/her psycho-social development 
and is a complex form of abuse which is more difficult 
to define in comparison with other forms of abuse, 
which is observed more frequently and discerned with 
difficulty (35). It was observed when similar studies 
were examined that Onatet al. reported a negative 
relationship between emotional and Physical Neglect 
and Self-Esteem (36). Dereboy et al. put forth that 
childhood traumas affect both the skills of the individual 
to regulate his/her emotions as well as the development 
of the sense of identity (37) . Çakar et al. determined 
that childhood traumas predict 28 % of the change in 
negative self-perception (38). Children subject to abuse 
and/or neglect may become individuals with low self-
esteem who experience difficulties in interpersonal 
relationships if no intervention is made (35). When it is 
considered that emotional abuse forms the core of all 
types of abuse and neglect during childhood and that 
it is one of the most destructive and frequent forms of 
abuse (36), Self-Esteem may have been determined to 
be related with only the emotional abuse sub-dimension 
since our study was carried out with a normal and 
healthy population.

Relationships between SDIR and Self-Esteem

Self-Esteem of the individual was related negatively 
with trust and emotional sub-dimension of SDIR 
and positively with the empathy and approval sub-
dimensions. Trusting, accepting and consistent 
behaviors of the caregiver towards the baby results in 
making the baby feel important and develop a positive 
self-perception. This also affects its relations with others 
resulting in the development of the belief that others can 
also be trustworthy thereby forming mental schemes 
related with positive self-perception (39), where as 
negative self-perception will have a negative impact on 
interpersonal relationships (39). Dissatisfaction related 
with interpersonal relationships was determined to be 
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negatively related with positive self-perception [40]. Our 
results indicate the level at which self-perception affects 
interpersonal relationships. When the sub-dimensions 
are examined, it can be observed that low self-esteem 
has adverse impacts on all dimensions of SDIR with less 
empathy, increase in approval dependence, low emotion 
awareness and decrease in secure attachment.
The fact that there is no control group was the most 
important limitation of the study. Causality relationships 
could not be discussed because of the cross-sectional 
nature of the study. Moreover, structured psychiatric 
assessments, such as the SCID II were not performedand 
questions on parental attitude were directed to acquire 
information in the form of personal opinions without a 
structured assessment tool. Thus, some accompanying 
diagnoses were likely to be missed. The study had a large 
sample size despite the fact that 76.9% of the sample 
consists of women.

CONCLUSION

Childhood traumas have an impact on all dimensions 
of interpersonal relationships. Emotional abuse which 
makes up the core of the types of childhood abuse and 
neglect decrease self-esteem which has a significant 
impact on interpersonal relationships. Analysis results of 
sociodemographic factors have put forth that alcohol use 
and smoking, gender and age are related with childhood 
traumas and that alcohol use, age and gender are related 
with interpersonal relationships and that internet use 
is related with self-Esteem. Improvement in positive 
parenthood and the increase of family-child interaction 
is an applicable and effective method for preventing 
abuse and neglect. It is suggested to carry out trainings 
in this subject since secure-consistent relationships are 
important and positive relationships decrease the risk 
of maltreatment. It is considered that trainings provided 
by individuals working in the field of psychiatry on 
child abuse and the related precautions that should be 
taken to individuals who have and wish to have children 
will be effective in providing psychological support for 
increasing Self-Esteem which plays an important role in 
communication skills.
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